He will want to start it all over again . .. ] Another contemporary describes how he devoured the first five volumes of the same work, each installment whetting his appetite for the next. Discovering that the sixth volume has yet to appear, he fmds himself wishing he had not yet read the others so he can have the pleasure of starting the whole cycle again.
2 Both of these testimonies were printed with editions of the book itself, and might perhaps be dismissed as elements of publishing propaganda. Yet even hostile witnesses were obliged to concede the work's popularity: though he condemns the effects of reading the novel, Fran90is de La Noue admits that it was so beloved at the court of Henri II of France that people would have spit in the face of anyone foolish enough to disparage it?
The novel that elicited such reactions was Amadis de Gaule, the sprawling chivalric romance that was the literary sensation of sixteenth-century France. The model for the French redaction was a Spanish romance so successful that Fran90is I commanded his courtier Nicolas de Herberay des Essarts to make a French translation.
4 Herberay des Essarts expanded considerably on his model, freely amplifying and rearranging material to align the novel more closely with French courtly sensibilities. At the same time, he fashioned a supple, lyrical prose style that resonated with contemporary projects of linguistic enrichment. So distinctive and appealing was the style that it became a model for courtly speech and writing, and a new verb -amadiser, meaning to speak in a sweetly ornate fashion -entered the French vocabulary.5 After the publication of the first book in 1540, Herberay des Essarts produced seven further volumes before his death in 1552; a series of different writers translated subsequent volumes up to the appearance of book 24 in 1615. Re-editions of the earlier books continued throughout the century, and collections of extracts -the "thresors" of the romance -ensured the wide dissemination of its most admired speeches. If contemporary testimony can be believed, almost everyone in sixteenth century France who could read, read Amadis de Gaule. But the unmitigated success of the early decades yielded to more mixed reactions in the second half of the century. Though the novel was still widely read, its erotic aspects became a target for moralists, while military writers deplored the improbably fantastic quality of the combat episodes. Its polished language was linked with a courtly love of style for style's sake, regarded with distrust; amadiser acquired pejorative connotations, and was most frequently used to describe a kind of sweet talking used to camouflage lascivious intentions. At the same time, and perhaps as a corollary, Amadis became more closely identified with a female reading public, a readership explicitly targeted by printers and translators.? The luxurious folio format adopted for the volumes by Herberay des Essarts soon gave way to smaller re-editions; the first octavo edition of Book 1, printed in 1548, included a poem by Jean Maugin addressed "aux dames franlYoises" explaining that the smaller size would allow them to carry their favorite book more easily. 8 In the same year, Thomas Sebillet advised budding authors that if they wanted to be well received by women readers, they should adopt the style of Amadis, "Ie langage desquels est relYu en la bouche d'elles, comme plus doux et savoureux.,,9 While Herberay des Essarts had dedicated his adaptations to male royal and military patrons, from 1552 subsequent translators addressed their books to prominent court noblewomen. Though there has been some debate over how to interpret these gestures, it seems eds., Amadis I, 24-26. Marian Rothstein points out that the commercial success of Amadis was such that its editions take up ten times more space than any other work in Richard Cooper's "Outline Bibliography of Works on Chivalry Published in France Before 1600" (in Chivalry in the Renaissance, ed. Sydney Anglo (Rochester: Boydell, 1990)), cited in Rothstein, Reading in the Renaissance: Amadis de Gaule and the Lessons of Memory (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1999), 32. On the "thresors," see BenhaYm, "Les Thresors," and Hugues Vaganay, "Les tr<!sors d'Amadis: essai de bibliographie," Revue hispanique 57 (1923): 115-126. 7 On the readership of Amadis, see Rothstein, Reading in the Renaissance, 114-124. Simonin, "La disgrace," tracks the novel's declining reputation, though Nicole Cazauran warns against an over-facile equation of fading critical fortunes with a decline in readership Nicole Cazauran, "Amadis de Gaule en 1540: un nouveau 'roman de chevalerie'?," in: Les Amadis, ed. Aulotte, 22n. BenhaYffi, "Les Thresors," shows that the extracts preserved in the Thresors extended the exemplary power of Amadis well after the fashion for the novel as a whole had begun to wane.
S The poem is edited in Vaganay, Amadis en franr;ais, 14. On the format of early editions, see Rothstein, Reading in the Renaissance, 32-34. 9 "The language of which is received in their mouths, as the sweetest and most delicious." Thomas Sebillet, Art poetique franr;ais, ed. Felix Gaiffe, revised by Franc,;is Goyet (Paris: Societe des Textes Franc,;ais Modemes, 1988), 61. Note Sebillet's expression, which suggests that female readers find speaking the words pleasurable; this notion will prove significant in my interpretation.
clear that by the second half of the sixteenth century, the Amadis novels had indeed begun to enjoy a substantial female readership. 10 These shifts in the romance's reception in the second half of the century coincided with a moment when women were a conspicuous presence in prints of courtly song. In the early 1570s, the worlds of Amadis and of court song were especially closely enmeshed: both song books and new Amadis translations emanated from a Neoplatonic and Neopetrarchan salon environment inhabited by female patrons, readers and performers. Links in production and reception were matched by correspondences in content, for song texts frequently mirror moments of speech in the romance. Romance thus appears as a potentially powerful tool for interpreting the cultural role of French song at an important juncture in its history, when the popularizing strophic pieces formerly known as voix de ville were cultivated with increasing assiduity at court.
Romance as delineated by romantic fiction and popular song -in both historical and modem contexts -has been a topic of fierce controversy among feminist historians, sociologists and literary critics, variously regarded as opiate aimed at duping women into submission to patriarchy, or opportunity for imaginary escape from the dreary lives that patriarchy may impose.11 The debate has underlined the importance of exploring the uses of romance in actual women's lives if we are to understand its undeniable appeal to female audiences both past and present. How precisely to go about such an investigation is less clear, however, and a range of different reader-and audience-centered approaches have been applied to romantic songs and fiction in recent decades. The application of sociological methods to collect data about consumers of romance has proved particularly fruitful for studying contemporary fiction; despite the obvious constraints on the amount of information we can assemble about historical readers, they too have become a newly important focus of study.12 The influence of 10 Helen Hackett (Women and Romance Fiction in the English Renaissance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 4-19) observes that appeals to female readers in novels' prefatory material could function as an advertisement of the racy, emotional aspect of the books to male book buyers, and are as much a function of the feminization of romance as a genre as an indication of an actual female reading pUblic. Elizabeth Spearing, however, on the basis of ownership marks and other evidence, argues for a large female readership for Amadis ("The Representation of Women and Gender in the Amadis Cycle," D.Phil. dissertation, University of York, 1991,17 psychoanalytic theory on recent literary criticism has ensured that readers' experience of sexuality and desire has become a central concern in post-Freudian examinations of the relationship of reader and text, though often with unacceptable results for feminist scholars. Classic psychoanalytic accounts assume that desire is an innate human urge that seeks to find expression through romance, an assumption that problematically denies the specificity of readerly activity upon which historical-sociological studies are based and the potential for change to which feminist principles are committed.13 My own investigation thus takes as a fundamental premise that romance is one means by which desire is produced. Its constructions are historically and socially contingent: romantic songs and fiction are used by their audiences in culturally specific ways to invent their own versions of desire. 14 In what follows, I first sketch the outlines of the environment in which romance was cultivated in sixteenth-century France, to show that Amadis de Gaule and the court song repertory were produced for and consumed by the same interpretive community of female readers, singers and listeners. I then consider what these musical and literary romantic narratives meant for this community, and how novels and songs figured in vocal performances of feminine desire in French courtly circles of the late Renaissance.
Amadis de Gaule has much in common with the chivalric romances cultivated in France throughout the middle ages. Its structure is episodic, spawning seemingly endless numbers of characters and subplots. The narrative meanders from adventure to adventure, often leaving characters pining in towers or sailing across oceans while doubling back to rescue others who are in the clutches of malevolent giants or under a sorceress's evil spell. As the title page of the first volume declares, Amadis "relates many adventures of arms and love, had by several knights and ladies" ("traicte de maintes adventures d' Armes et d' Amours, qu'eurent plusieurs Chevaliers et Dames") and, as in earlier romances, a large portion of each book is devoted to descriptions of the prodigious feats of daring knights. IS 13 The Amadis cycle differs from its medieval and Spanish forebears in its much greater emphasis on love episodes, which are strongly imbued with the Neoplatonist and Neopetrarchan ideals that shaped French court culture from the 1540s onward. Herberay des Essarts's Amadis is not only perfect warrior but perfect lover. His relationship with his adored Oriane illustrates a quest for spiritual perfection through worldly love that would have seemed familiar to readers of Ficino, Castiglione, Leone Ebreo and their French translators and adaptors. These qualities of the French Amadis have a special impact on the female characters of the romance. As women rarely figure in battle scenes except as pretext, the increased attention to love allows them a larger share of the novel's action than in Amadis's predecessors. And the instrumental function of women in Neoplatonic love theory affords their role within these episodes a heightened significance in comparison with their earlier counterparts. 16 Since the novel so consistently reflects Neoplatonic ideals, it is not surprising that the impetus for a new round of Amadis volumes in the early 1570s came from the circle around Claude-Catherine de Clermont, comtesse de Retz. Gatherings in her salon nourished a fertile creative environment whose traces have been abundantly preserved in contemporary prints and manuscripts. 17 The Retz circle is well known to literary scholars for its role in fostering a new wave ofNeoplatonist and Neopetrarchan writing in the 1570s, which involved poets of the Pleiade as well as the younger generation of Jamin and Desportes. The salon also played an important part in the history of the French Amadis. Jacques Gohory's 1571 translation of the Trezieme livre is dedicated to Catherine de Clermont, and contains a preface explaining that his work on the book was undertaken at her request. Gohory, a humanist and alchemist with strong occult leanings, had translated volumes 10 and 11 of the series nearly twenty years previously; his return to the novel after such a long lapse supports his contention that the 1571 translation was the result of a commission. 18 Three years later, Anthoine Tiron's translation of the Quatarsieme livre was published with a preface by Gohory dedicating the volume to Henriette de Cleves, duchesse de Nevers, one of Catherine de Clermont's greatest allies at court. 19 In the same years, the countess was closely connected to seminal French music prints devoted to the nascent genre of the air de caur. (1573) , consisting of new polyphonic arrangements of the same strophic songs he had published in the 1550s and 1560s in both guitar and polyphonic vocal versions. The books dedicated to Catherine de Clermont in the early 1570s (whose contents even share a few concordances with the earlier prints) were the most recent manifestations of a career-long interest in music in this style. Le Roy's "hereditary service" to Catherine's family makes it seem likely she heard him perform this music when she was a child; his dedication to her of a lute instruction suggests that Le Roy may even have been her teacher on the instrument. His comments in the preface to the Livre d'airs de cour about Catherine's familiarity with the pieces it contains gesture toward a body of court songs well known to both and frequently played and sung in Catherine's salon. As has long been noted, all of these prints are central to the history of the type of song once known as vaix de ville and rebaptised air de caur by Le Roy in 1571. 26
One link through the prints connected to Catherine de Clennont's salon in the early 1570s is Adrian Le Roy, printer of Costeley' s volume and author/ arranger of the others. Another was Jacques Gohory, who supplied a Latin dedicatory poem to the Costeley book and a French preface for Le Roy's lost lute instruction, among a series of prefatory poems and dedications he contributed to Le Roy & Ballard prints in the years around 1570. Gohory was a long-standing acquaintance of Le Roy's as well as an habitue of the Retz salon. In the lute instruction, Gohory wrote that he was inspired by "the affection which from my youth upwards . . . I have borne, to Musicke ... [and] the old familiaritie which it hath caused me to have with the Aucthor of this present Booke.,,27 At the end of his preface Gohory mentions another current project that is almost complete: his translation of the thirteenth book of Amadis de Gaule. This was shameless self-publicity, but motivated at least partly by the assumption that purchasers of the lute book will also be interested in reading the romance when the translation is published.
Or at least one reader will be: Catherine de Clennont. To borrow the tenninology used by Marian Rothstein in her reception-oriented study of Amadis, Catherine appears as one "manifest reader" of the thirteenth book of Amadis, Costeley's Musique, the lute instruction and the Airs de caur miz sur Ie luth. 28 By dedicating these books to Catherine, Le Roy and Gohory construct her as the intended reader and perfonner of their contents. It is more difficult to identify other readers not explicitly designated by the texts: though Amadis has left greater traces of its readership than most works of the sixteenth century, the music prints have left almost none. Their survival rate is poor, and in sixteenth-century inventories of libraries, notaries generally lumped all music books together under 26 The songs' wide dissemination is suggested by the inclusion of most of the pieces in the collections listed in Table I rubrics such as "un paquet de livres de musique" without supplying details of individual titles. Nevertheless, ownership marks in the rare extant copies of the song books listed in Table 1 show that their possessors frequently belonged to the same social environment of musicians, writers, court nobles and officials as Costeley, Le Roy, Gohory, Catherine de Clermont and her circle. 29 Though the information is patchy, it is consonant with what we know about the ownership of Amadis, and confirms that both kinds of books were consumed within as well as generated by courtly milieux.
But the relationships between the Amadis novels and collections of court song are more complex than simply shared readership. Many of the pieces in the song books present lyric meditations on the stereotypical situations of romance, employing the same vocabulary and language as well as position. That is, they are linked not only in a concrete economy of the book market but in the imaginative economy of expression and image. These correspondences in content combine with the strong overlap in production and reception history to suggest that romance supplied frameworks that sixteenth century Frenchwomen themselves brought to understanding song and vice versa, frameworks which we in tum can productively apply to tease out the import of song and romance to a female audience.
In one case, the link between texts is explicit: C'est de fa peine dure, a song Le Roy included in both his 1552 guitar book and the 1573 Premier livre enforme de vau de ville, ends with a strophe in which the male speaker compares his loyal service to his lady to that of Amadis to Oriane:
Vous serez Oriane, Je seray Amadis, Ou bien donc I 'Eriane, Qui aima mieux mourir Que changer sa maistresse: Combien que par destresse D'amour I 'aye fait mourir.
[You will be Oriane, I will be Amadis, or perhaps Eriane, who preferred to die rather than forsake his lady, such that the torment of love caused him to die.]30
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In another instance, a scene in Gohory's translation of Book 13 of Amadis intersects with the repertory of Costeley's 1570 Musique. Gohory frequently inserted new poems in his Amadis adaptations, lyric additions that represent musical interludes in the text. In Book 13, most of Gohory's songs occur as part of the wedding celebrations that make up the final episodes of the book. During the celebrations, a black female servant "gamie de sonnettes es bras et jambes et sonnant des cymbales, chanta et dan9a Ie cantique de l'antique Roine de sa region en son langage" [embellished with bells on her arms and legs and sounding cymbals, sang and danced the ancient canticle of the queen of her country in her own language]. Gohory then presents a verse adaptation of the Queen of Sheba's text from the biblical Song of Solomon, followed by a short response for Solomon himself. In Costeley's music collection, Que de baisers de sa bouche is a very similar French verse adaptation of the same text set as a simple strophic song.
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But more significant for my purposes than such explicit references or obvious parallels are instances in which song texts in the orbit of the Retz salon appear to elaborate characteristic situations of the novels and mirror moments of their characters' speech. Their resonance is clear across a range of lyric types, including songs employing feminine subject voices. The violently contested territory occupied by women's speech in this period makes these moments where feminine subjects speak or sing particularly revealing of contemporary views of female sexuality.
In the Amadis novels, women characters speak about their feelings in scenes that are repeated with minor variations throughout the cycle. Struck -usually at first sight -by love, they express their longing for the beloved; but, in the central relationships at least, sexual consummation almost always faces formidable obstacles. Knights errant have an unfortunate propensity for rushing off in search of adventure, and women's laments on their lovers' departures or reported deaths are common. But an even more significant impediment than separation is the social constraint represented by the concept of honor. Dialogues with male characters often involve women's vigorous defense of honor against masculine pleading for its relaxation. Yet their resistance is usually in contradiction to the women's own wishes, and another topic of lament is the rigors of honor that prevent women from satisfying needs they describe as equal to those of their suitors.
In the end, the woman is almost invariably conquered by the male character's unsurpassed virtues and her own passion. The lovers fmally have sex, portrayed as mutually willed and mutually satisfying. Though they often exchange vows of fidelity or make marriage promises beforehand, much of the sexual activity in the novels takes place outside formal marriage structures. Even when the result is an illegitimate child, such encounters are regularly presented as virtuous; in relationships like those between Amadis and Oriane, erotic love is equated with exceptional moral and physical strength.
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In the standard romantic procedure, these exemplary encounters are counterbalanced by negative models, through episodes where women have chosen their lovers unwisely or yielded too quickly to libidinous impulse. Such women frequently lament their misfortune and make bitter accusations against the faithless men; in other cases, the text may allow the couple to take pleasure in sex and separate without any emotional or other consequences. And while successful or unsuccessful heterosexual relationships provide the majority of the material, Amadis also provides frequent glimpses of other sexualities through autoerotic or homosocial episodes, the latter usually (though not inevitably) involving crossdressed women or Amazons who play a masculine role in relation to another woman. 33 The range of erotic effects and potential outcomes is thus fairly wide, but feminine desire is represented in similar ways in virtually all situations. Women articulate erotic feelings only in private, to confidantes, lovers or to themselves, and in letters (whose potential interception is often an explicit cause for concern). Lovers' meetings always take place in secret, for they are aware that the society around them is likely to condemn their relationship as illicit despite its blamelessness in the divine order. Women's speeches frequently evoke the need to 32 As Marian Rothstein has remarked, "Herberay's Amadis ... generally considers consensual sex between nobles as a laudable activity whose results, often male offspring, were generally pleasing to God in the great scheme of things." Rothstein, Reading in the Renaissance 138. The attitude is common in medieval romance, and here receives a Neoplatonist spin; the physical union offaithfullovers partakes of the spiritual union that is a prerequisite for divine revelation. These attitudes are most typical of the vein of suffer love in silence, to conceal their passion from the outside world and often even from the beloved. Discretion is valued in male characters, but because their disclosure of the relationship will endanger the woman's reputation, not their own.
In other words, female sexuality is rhetorically figured as silence, something not to be spoken; the speaking subject allows readers to appreciate her desire only in terms of what is withheld from most or all of the other characters of the text. Well-born women that they are (and they invariably are in Amadis), they express their wishes to conform to contemporary feminine ideals. In conduct books of the period, silence was usually cast as a central female virtue, the restraint of a woman's mouth a corollary to restraint of her body and a sign of her unblemished chastity. Many courtly texts, in contrast, aim to rehabilitate female speech in contexts particularly relevant to women of the elite class: conversation in courtly gatherings, displays of verbal proficiency by women rulers. Yet such texts were also obliged to confront the persistent conflation of female speech and sexual activity in contemporary culture, and are careful to circumscribe women's verbal activity in ways that preserve sexual reputation. 34 The interdiction on speaking of desire resonates too with the Neoplatonic aim of rational control of the body as an ideal for both sexes, and with the socialization of Neoplatonic theory projected by Castiglione and later imitators, with its emphasis on dissimulation as part of a quintessentially courtly aesthetic. In lamenting the constraints of honor and in speaking about silence, women's voices in Amadis simultaneously invoke and disrupt these controls on their own utterance.
When we tum to books of airs, we find that feminine musical voices often echo instances of speech in the novels.
Women's laments on abandonment, separation or the death of a lover appear in several of the song collections; a good example is Mon coeur ma chere vie, a poem possibly by Catherine de Clermont herself, included in musical setting in Le Roy's Livre d'airs de cour. Laments such as this participated in a much wider culture of female mourning: the topos of lament could be manipulated as a tool of female agency in a variety of social and political contexts. 35 And lament could also be a mode of articulating desire, a role it frequently serves in both novel and song. For example, the singer of 0 la mal assignee, included in Le Roy's 1552 guitar book and 1573 Premier livre de chansons en forme de vau de ville as well as all the editions of Certon' s Premier livre, mourns a lover who has been killed by a jealous rival in an ambush of their tryst. As in other laments, she predicts her own imminent demise from grief; but 34 For a more detailed discussion of these issues and their impact on women's speech and song at court, see Brooks, Courtly Song, here she weeps not only for the loss of her lover but for the disappearance of her hopes of sexual pleasure. In the final strophe of the poem she says that the kisses she lavishes on the corpse cannot replace the sex she had expected from their meeting:
Bouche que je te baise Cent foys la baiseray, Ce baiser ne m' appaise J'attendoye plus grand' aise Que j amais j en' auray.
[Mouth, let me kiss you, I will kiss you a hundred times, this kiss does not appease me, I awaited a greater pleasure that I will never have.]
Women's laments as a mode of expressing longing and describing the effects of desire abound in the Amadis novels; these are among the lengthiest and most emotionally vivid speeches of the female characters, and were also frequently among those extracted for the collections of Thresors. Examples include Oriane's lament in Book 2, in which she compares the desolation of her waking life without Amadis to the joy of his nocturnal visits in her dreams; or Lucelle's in Book 8, in which she contrasts her current bitterness over her lover's deceit with the pleasures they enjoyed before. A telling example of sung lament as vehicle of desire, one with close parallels in Amadis, is Est-ce pas mort. The song first appeared in Adrian Le Roy's polyphonic arrangement in the revised edition of the Second livre de chansons, published in 1564 and reedited in 1569 and 1577 (see Appendix 1). The poem was widely distributed in text-only chansonniers in the 1570s and 1580s under the rubric "Complainte de l'amoureuse craintive mourant d'amours" [lament of the fearful amorous woman dying of love]. 36 Here the lament turns on the conflicts between desire and honor, between the urge to speak and the inability to do so. These tensions have brought the singer to the erotically charged state of near-death evoked in the refrain, "Amour pense que je dors et je me meurs." Her depiction of the physical consequences of thwarted desire echoes Marfire's situation in Book 13 of Amadis (see Appendix 2); her description in strophes 11-12 of masturbation as substitute for the imagined caresses of a lover is similar to a passage in Book 1 (see Appendix 3). But perhaps the most striking resemblance is to Sidere's lament in Book 13 (see Appendix 4), for Sidere too has been prevented from yielding to passion by her fear of loss of reputation, and regrets her lack of courage in not speaking to her suitor Rogel to arrange an assignation. Like the singer of Est-ce pas mort, Sidere rails against honor, which she characterizes as the "executioner and murderer" oflove-sick women.
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Other laments emphasize the masochistic pleasures to be derived from the tensions between desire and honor. The most venerable was probably the musical setting of Mellin de Saint-Gelais's 0 combien est heureuse, which like 0 la mal assignee, figured in Le Roy's and Certon's books of voix de ville from 1552 through 1573. Saint-Gelais was a friend of Herberay des Essarts and contributed liminary poetry in his honor to Amadis; when assuming a feminine subject voice (a gender ventriloquism the poet often adopted in his lyrics), Saint-Gelais created characters who might easily have stepped from the pages of the novel. The speaker of 0 com bien est heureuse is a good example. Frustrated by the imperative of concealment, she asks her lover to show her that his ardor is as great as hers, which she describes as "violent," "hot," and the cause of unending jealous torment when, out of discretion, her lover speaks with other women and not with her. Yet as she declares from the outset, these tortures are pleasing as a variety of amorous foreplay: [0 how delightful is the pain of concealing an amorous flame that makes two hearts bum when each of them expects very soon to be content.] o combien est heureuse was one of Saint-Gelais's most famous poems (it even came in for specific condemnation from the poets of the PIeiade, whose antipathy for this sort of lyric was notorious) and in its musical setting it was extremely widely disseminated; already well-known when Le Roy began publishing it in 1552, by the heyday of Catherine de Clermont's salon in the early 1570s, it surely counted as an old chestnut. A similar, but more up-to-date case was Philippe Desporte's poem Ah Dieu que c 'est un estrange martyre, printed in polyphonic setting for the first time in Nicolas de La Grotte's 1569 Chansons and 37 Texts such as this appear to contradict van Orden's assertion that "essentially, then included in lute arrangement in Le Roy's Livre d'airs de cour. Desportes was closely involved with Catherine de Clermont's circle, and would distinguish himself in the 1570s and 1580s as the poet most often set to music in collections of strophic song. 38 Ah Dieu que c 'est un estrange martyre is a Neoplatonic dialogue in which the woman speaker's strophes alternate with those of her lover. Both chafe at the restrictions that prevent them from speaking with each other in public, but as in 0 combien est heureuse, the interdiction on speech is a stimulant rather than a damper to desire. As the female interlocutor exclaims in her first strophe:
Le feu couvert a plus de violence Que n'a celuy qui ses flammes eslance L'eau qu'on arreste en est plus irritee Et bruit plus fort plus elle est arrestee.
[The smothered fire is more violent than one that throws out its flames, water that is dammed up is more furious as a result and the more it is stopped the more it clamors.]
In Book 12 of Amadis, Diane uses the same metaphor in a lament addressed to her absent lover Agesilan. Honor prevents her from declaring her love publicly in such a way that the news of it will reach him while he is gone; but the act of concealment only increases her passion: "Ies [mes douleurs] tenans cachees de jour en jour je sens accroistre leur felonnie dans mon courage, en la fa<yon que Ie feu estroictement reserre dans la fournaise redouble continuellement ses forces" [keeping my sufferings hidden, from day to day I feel their crime against my courage increase, in the way that the fire tightly closed up in the furnace continually redoubles its strength]. 39 The link between all these expressions of female erotic longing is the consistent dialectic with the regulatory notion of honor and its demands. In one song, L 'amour avec "honneur, the combat between love and honor is thematized; the battle the speaker describes as taking place in her heart happily ends in a truce brought about by Nature, and the lyric functions as a mode of reconciling desire and honor as well as a site for dramatizing their conflict. 40 between two armies, though here the battle is so inclusive and the casualties so numerous that the result is somewhat less satisfactory.
Motives for the obsessive repetition and elaboration of the theme of love versus honor in romance and related lyric genres are not difficult to find. Female characters' resistance to masculine assaults on their honor allow the love episodes to be constructed as quest plots parallel to those of the battle narrative; the more vigorous and prolonged a woman's defense, the more praiseworthy is the hero's eventual victory over her scruples. Yet there are also distinct advantages for women in this formulation; in a narrative when most women -with the exception of the Amazons and warrior maidens -are barred from participation in the real business of war, the tensions between love and honor allow them to become the heroines of an interior battle with emotion and will, metaphorically exercising the same courage and determination as the male characters in armed combat. Similarly, the mode of lament allows women to adopt the Petrarchan positions of unfulfilled longing usually occupied by masculine subjects. 41 Yet the concomittant imperative of concealment that invariably accompanies women's articulation of erotic wishes marks their experience of desire as radically different from men's.
As Cormelie exclaims to Esplandian in Book 5 of Amadis:
Par mon ame je congnois bien maintenant que I'affection et amour des hommes est bien differente aux passions que nous autres simples femmelettes endurons quand nous tombons en ceste extremite: et sryavez vous en quoy? Vous hommes prenez communement plaisir a manifester ce que vous aymez, soit par parolles ou par contenance: '" qui est bien Ie contraire du naturel des femmes (j'entens celles qui se peuvent nommer sages et prudentes) car tant plus elles sont hautement apparentees, et plus ont de craincte que I'on apperryoive leurs passions amoureuses, de sorte qu'elles nient ordinairement de paroles, de gestes, et de contenance, ce qu'elles ont plus imprime en leur coeur et esprit. 42 [By my soul I now know well that that the affection and love of men is very different from the passions that we poor simple little women suffer when we fall into that extremity: and do you know in what way? You men all take pleasure in showing, whether in words or in your countenance, that you love: ... which is the opposite of the natural disposition of women (I mean those who can call themselves well-behaved and prudent) for the more they are highly born, the more they fear that their amorous passions will be detected, so that they regularly deny, with words, gestures and looks, that which they have most deeply imprinted in their hearts and souls.]
Honor, that is, is so constant an accompaniment to the desires of noblewomen as to effectively become part of them; women's erotic feelings are so inevitably marked 41 In one case, Sidonie's complainte in Book 11 of Amadis, the female character even laments in the form of a sonnet modelled on Petrarch, although the poem's structure is camouflaged by the layout of the text as prose (rather than the indented italics used for other lyric insertions in the romance by fear that Cormelie can essentialize these emotions as a product of women's "natural disposition." These relationships between musical texts and chivalric romance can be construed in several complementary ways. The volumes of "treasures" of Amadis -collections of favorite extracts that allowed speeches of the book to survive independently of their framing narrative -suggest one possibility; we might think of song books as kind of lyrical Thresor, a mode of crystalizing characteristic romantic moments in a different form. Another productive comparison involves the tradition of lyric insertions in romances, a practice with a pedigree stretching back into the middle ages. Different manuscripts of medieval romances have different insertions, or none at all; lyric, with or without musical notation, was never an essential component of romance, but a common embellishment to it. We might understand some pieces in sixteenth century song books as providing a lyric embroidery to romance separated by print medium, and we might think of romance as providing a narrative scaffold within which such songs make sense. That is, for sixteenth century audiences, chivalric romance could supply motives and stories for the emotional situations in which women singers fmd themselves, stories that licensed the vocal representation of female sexuality in particular modes and styles. In both these interpretive scenarios, the function of song is to distill romance into its emotional essence, rendering its impact more forceful through the expressive power of music. In this, sixteenth century airs prefigure the role Crystal Kile has outlined for modem popular love songs: "In the typical pop love song, the prescribed brevity of the form combines with the intense affectiveness of music and the constructed emotional ultimacy of romantic love to create an almost orgasmic, ecstatic 'perfect love moment' or a moment of 'perfect romantic despair' over love.,,43 And while creating these "perfect romantic moments," airs evoked the narratives of romance that gave rise to the emotional states exemplified in the songs.
Such relationships may seem obvious when we consider the closest sixteenth century Italian parallel, Ariosto's Orlando furioso, and its musical manifestations. (It is worth noting here that the Retz salon was a prime site for the translation and adaptation of Ariosto at the same time it was filling that role for Amadis.
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) But scholars have been much slower to look to romance as a tool for understanding the place of song in early modem France, perhaps partly because the relationship between prose romance and sung poetry is less easy to grasp than the direct setting in music of sections of a verse romance such as Orlando furioso. The traffic between prose and sung poetry required contexts that encouraged the circulation of image and style between genres. It seems clear that Catherine de Clennont's circle provided one such environment. And the salon also acted as a frame in which female audiences (conceived broadly in tenns of women readers, singers and listeners) interacted with the images of noblewomen populating this nexus of musical and literary texts. That men wrote the novels, and most (though probably not all) of the poetry and music -with masculine needs and goals as the principal motor -has perhaps obscured their potential use by real women as a mode of creating and enriching their own erotic lives, in contexts where perfonnance could serve as a vehicle for agency. 45 As a starting point, we might consider how women read the Amadis novels. In an acute analysis of the reading strategies built into the text itself, Marian Rothstein has observed that the romance pushed readerly participation in the realization of the text to hitherto unknown limits. These tactics are especially apparent in the sexual encounters, where explicit description is replaced by appeals for readers to furnish whole scenes from the resources of their own experience and imagination. Herberay des Essarts employed this technique from the outset, and subsequent translators, including Gohory, followed his lead. 46 In some instances women are the only readers competent to fill in the textual gaps; for example, female experience is expressly solicited in the account of the night Agraies and Olinde spend together in Book 1: ), 29-37. Coren, "Singing and silence," argues that the female personae of English ayres were largely reductive fantasies aimed at the male readers who were the primary audiences for the repertory, but remarks (p.546) that they nevertheless offered multiple opportunities for appropriation or resistance by women, to whom they might suggest "ways out of silence. " 46 In addition to the novel's calls for women to create sections of the narrative by introducing their own experience into its frame, contemporary reading habits encouraged them to perform the text in sound by reading aloud. This was a common aristocratic leisure practice in the period, and there are several extant accounts of people reading passages of Amadis out loud to others. It seems unlikely that Gohory's translation of Book 13 in particular was not read in this way in the chambers of the woman to whom it was dedicated. Both Marfire's and Sidere's laments from Book 13 referred to above in comparison to Est-ce pas mort were considered striking enough to be included in editions of the Thresors, so if any passages were read aloud in the Retz salon and elsewhere, these were.
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If Amadis solicited female readers in ways that encouraged, even demanded their participation in the novels' textual and sonic realization, music prints called for even greater engagement as scripts for performance. As sets of partbooks or arrangements in the gestural notation of tablature, the music the books contain is unintelligible, inaccessible as music without the intervention of a performer to realize it in sound. Adrian Le Roy testifies in his dedication of the Livre d' airs de cour that Catherine herself could perform the pieces. The princess Marguerite de Valois, who with Henriette de Cleves figured among Catherine's closest friends, was also apparently an accomplished performer. BrantOme (who was Catherine's cousin, and the brother of one of Marguerite's ladies-in-waiting) described Marguerite's talents as singer and lute player, and further testified that she wrote her own poetry and set it to music as song. 49 The musical style of these songs -as in the Musical Example 3.1, Est-ce pas mort -was especially well-adapted to the musical skills of aristocratic women. Relatively simple, often dance-based, and particularly suitable for performances with lute or keyboard (instruments heavily favored for female executants), airs were especially good at creating the 47 atmosphere of feminine grace so highly recommended in courtly manuals. 50 While there is no documentary confirmation that the female members of the Retz salon performed the songs in feminine subject voices that appear in song books arranged by Adrian Le Roy, the circumstantial evidence -of their own performing skills and their familiarity with the poets and musicians who brought the repertory into print -is again so strong as to make it seem very likely that they did.
And when they spoke romances and sang courtly airs, how was their relationship to these texts construed? The open-ended nature of the Amadis novels -the most participatory and closure-resistant literature of the period -encouraged readers to identify with its principal characters. Female readers of Amadis could position themselves in ways similar to those Stevi Jackson sees as characteristic of consumers of modem-day mass market romance, who rely upon the narratives of romance in constructing their own narratives of self.51 The sixteenth-century version of this phenomenon was particularly strong, however, and much more overtly acknowledged than in today's culture. There is ample evidence that aristocratic Frenchwomen regularly assumed or were cast in the roles of romantic heroines. Marguerite de Valois was repeatedly likened to Niquee, a central character of the Amadis novels. 52 Gohory compared Catherine de Clermont to Pentasilee, one of the heroines of Book 13, in his preface to his translation, and as Rosanna Gorris has shown, in several places Gohory figures the real Catherine as Pentasilee in the same way that he writes himself into the book as the tutor of the hero Sylves de la Selve. 53 That Catherine and other female members of the Retz circle embraced such roles seems confirmed by their adoption of romantic pseudonyms, employed by the women themselves in correspondence and in poetry written in their honor by writers of both sexes. Catherine herself went by the names Dictynne or more frequently, Pasithee; the latter is especially similar to names in Amadis such as Pentasilee. 54 This process of "becoming" a romantic heroine had particularly strong implications for female vocality, because the central role of Amadis as model for speech encouraged female readers to create new utterances in the style of the novel, using its vocabulary and images as tools for their own expressive needs and blurring the boundaries between the worlds of the novel and of its courtly performative milieux. 54 Lavaud, Philippe Desportes 88-93 provides a list of pseudonyms from the salon and identifies the women to whom they were applied. Catherine frequently used these pseudonyms to refer to herself in correspondence with Henriette de Cleves (for an example, see Jullien de Pommerol, Albert de Gondi, 204) . 55 On the term "vocality," see the introduction to Leslie C. Dunn and Nancy A. Jones, eds., Embodied Voices: Representing Female Vocality in Western Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994). Paul Zumthor has argued for its use in medieval studies Similarly, contemporary ideals of musical performance encouraged women singers to inhabit the roles created by the texts and to convince listeners of their own investment in its emotional content. The Orphic image of the listener carried away, completely at one with the passions of the text and music as presented by the supremely inspired singer, is the most widely employed descriptor of successful musical performance in this period. Catherine herself figures as female Orpheus in contemporary poems. Describing the musical powers of "Pasithee," Pontus de Tyard claims that the sound of her lute could render beasts humane and restore joy to the most anguished souls. 56 Le Roy's Livre d'airs de caur begins with a setting of Le ciel qui Jut grand danneur, a song whose prominent position suggests it is addressed to Catherine, the book's dedicatee. The poem, by Jacques de La Chastre, seigneur de Sillac, includes a strophe comparing the lady's voice to the harp of Orpheus, capable of moving the poet's heart, body and soul wherever it chooses. 57 And there is one fascinating account of a musical performance by Catherine in which her audience understood her to use a lament to express her own yearning for an absent lover. This is an anonymous text in Catherine's poetry album, a manuscript copied for her during the years 1573-75, just after the publication of the song and lute books dedicated to her by Adrian Le Roy.58 The poet describes how she played the lute, her "secret sighs" translating her longing into audible musical performance:
Encor n' est ce tout l'heur que j' eus aupres de vous, Oyant pinser Ie luth en ces acors si doux, Quand de soupirs secrets, les yeux levez en haut, La teste mi-baissee, et l'ame en son defaut, Vous sembliez regreter une absence lointaine.
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[And this is not all the joy I had in your presence, hearing [you] strum the lute in those chords so sweet, when with secret sighs, your eyes lifted up, your head half-drooping, and your soul faltering, you seemed to regret a faraway absence.] Paradoxically -and I will return to this point below -thc silence and secrecy this text and others repeatedly emphasize as a central component of noblewomen's experience of desire here takes a sounding form that others may hear and interpret.
to draw attention to the role of the human voice in the composition, production and reception of texts. Here I concentrate particularly on the last two elements. The relationship of song prints to musical practice was considerably looser than for more complex Masses, motets and polyphonic chansons, allowing for solo instrumental or vocal adaptation and rendition as accompanied or selfaccompanied song as well as polyphonic performance, and inviting embellishment of vocal lines and accompaniments. The flexibility of performance practice (a feature of virtually all Renaissance music, but taken to extremes in this repertory) and the strong encouragement to improvisatory addition suggests a relationship between text and performer akin to the participatory strategies so prominent in the Amadis novels. And in the same way that Amadis provided templates for female speech, the kind of piece associated with the Retz salon furnished models for women's song. Several of the airs discussed above -including Est-ce pas mort, 0 combien est heureuse, and Ah dieu que c'est un estrange martyre -appeared in the text-only chansonniers published in large numbers in the last third of the century, where their tunes were designated as timbres for newly-written texts in feminine voices.
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The economy of singing formulae permitted the creation of new utterance on the model as well as the reiterative performance of the model itself.
This was an open-ended vocality in the same way as the notion of amadiser, gesturing toward a larger, do-it-yourself mode of musical expression in a way that a carefully crafted piece of counterpoint never could.
This flexibility of performance practice is echoed in the fluid musical form of strophic airs, which replicates the episodic construction of the Amadis novels. Performance of such pieces can easily involve transposition, repetition or elimination of strophes as well as the improvisatory addition of new strophes using the same music. That such procedures were regularly employed seems confirmed by the many variations found in printed manifestations of the repertory. Just as the additive construction of the Amadis novels helped to forestall closure and prolong the pleasure of reading, the varied repeat form of strophic song allowed performances of indeterminate length: add a strophe, repeat a strophe as you wish, the basic identity of the song is largely unaffected. In executing the pieces and assuming the guise of musical romantic heroines, female performers sang a version of desire similarly characterized by its resistance to definitive resolution, its quality of agonized yet pleasurable yearning toward an object unobtainable or interminably deferred. Such emotions -alluded to by the speaker of Ah Dieu que c' est un estrange martyre -are central to the libidinal economy constructed by these texts. Here we can understand "honor" as the concept that forces the postponement or denial of gratification, playing a crucial role in this configuration of feminine desire.
These observations prompt reflection on the ways that novels and song could serve not only as scripts for the vocal performance of a particular version of desire s cr but as sexual objects in their own right. Jean Maugin's 1548 poem to female readers, pointing out that the new octavo editions would permit women to carry the books more easily, suggests that women in particular wished to keep copies of the book close to their bodies; that is, that their appetite for the narratives of the novel could translate into craving for the book as physical entity. A similar implication arises from Jacques Gohory's defense of the novel in the preface to his translation of Book 13. Gohory denounces women who in public condemn Amadis as dissolute, while in private they confess to their lovers that, as young girls, they delighted in reading the book by the nightlight's glow after their governesses ordered them to bed. 61 Here Gohory presents a striking image of girls in bed with a book that teaches them desire, rehearsing with the novel the sexual experiences they will later share with male lovers. Performance of the narrative here becomes a simulacrum of heterosexual practice, interestingly short-circuited by the fetishistic and autoerotic character of the situation. An even more effective effacement of the male body occurs in a contemporary poem in which musicmaking with a lute becomes the substitute for heterosexual sex. The sonnet, which circulated at court in the early 1570s (it is preserved in a manuscript emanating from the salon of Madeleine de l' Aubespine, wife of the secretary of state Nicolas de Neufville, sieur de Villeroy, and has been attributed to Madeleine herself or to Heliette de Vivonne), is an enigme or riddle poem. The answer to the riddle is "a lute," but the poem's wit lies in misleading the reader into thinking that the speaker is using a phallus as her instrument: [For the sweetest recreation I could choose, often, after dinner, fearing that he/it misses me, I take his/its neck in hand, I touch and manipulate it, until it/he is in a state to give me pleasure. I throw myself on my bed, and without letting go of it/him, I clasp it/him in my arms, I lean it/him against my breast, and moving forcefully, with pleasure all delighted, among a thousand sweetnesses I accomplish my desire.
If it happens, unhappily, that he/it slackens, I train itlhim up with my hand, and once more I try to enjoy the pleasure of such sweet handling. Thus my well-beloved, as long as the string pulls him/it, contents and pleases me. Then from me, gently, exhausted but not sated, I withdraw him/it. Of a Lute. ]62
Catherine de Clermont's own luxuriously copied poetry album contains two quatrains that ring changes on the idea of music-making with the lute as both metaphor and substitute for sex. In the first, love without sex is described as vain, like trying to play the lute with one hand:
Comme sans jouir de deux mains Le luct ne produict nulle accordz Ainsi tous les Amours sont vains Qui ne joint ensemble deux Corps.
[As without playing with two hands, the lute creates no harmonies, thus all love is in vain that does not join together two bodiesl 3 In the second, the lute plays a role of the confidante whose harmonies "relieve the passions" of the suffering poet; its juxtaposition to the preceding quatrain suggests that the anguish may be physical:
Luct qui respond 11 mes affections Qui particippe aux disdains de rna vie Faitzje te prie que ta douce armonye Puissent allegee [sic] to utes mes passions.
[Lute who responds to my emotions, who takes part in the distresses of my life, I pray you, make it so your sweet harmony will relieve all my passions,t4
The poems appear in a section of the album where the hand of the principal scribe (a professional copyist) has given way to a series of different hands which seem to belong to Catherine, her friends and familiars, who added texts to the album after the main bulk of the copying was complete. Though the gender of the narrative 62 F-Pn fro 1718, fol. 57r. On the provenance of the manuscript and attribution of the poem, see Lavaud, Philippe Desportes. The linguistically masculine gender of "un luth" in French allows for the ambiguity, as the pronoun "Ie" may be read as either "it" (referring to the lute) or "him" (a male lover). voice for these quatrains is not clear, the poems immediately preceding them adopt a feminine subject position, raising the possibility that the lute quatrains are the work of a woman, possibly Catherine herself. Evidence such as this suggests that for female audiences, self pleasure was a major attraction of reading novels and making music. The opening of Book 1 of Amadis in fact sends strong cues in this direction, through the episode in which Dariolette masturbates at the thought of the pleasure her mistress will enjoy (as readers were meant to do when imagining the subsequent sex scene between Elisene and Perion?). It could be argued that such images are primarily voyeuristic: that their principal intention was to titillate male readers and listeners by appearing to offer them entry into an eroticised, private feminine physical and cultural space. However, as Helen Hackett has observed, the patriarchal fictions of romance must have offered some attraction to the female readers who embraced them with such enthusiasm; the appeal of sexual images to male readers need not have precluded their appropriation by women for their own affective purposes. 65 Thus despite the role of their narratives in upholding patriarchal codes, books and songs may also have helped construct environments of desire in which female sexuality could effectively elude some forms of masculine control.
Here the expectation that romance would furnish a model for women's lives could cause particular anxiety, perhaps partly out of fear that female sexual desires, once so stimulated, would prove impossible to regulate. The idea that novels and songs encouraged women in unchaste behavior was fairly widespread in the late sixteenth century, as the actions of romantic heroines came to seem increasing~ out of tune with the prevailing moral climate in the era of the religious wars. 6 Franyois de La Noue's 1581 essay "Que la lecture des livres d'Amadis n'est moins pernicieuse aux jeunes gens, que celie des livres de Machiavel aux vieux" [That the reading of Amadis books is no less pernicious for young people than the reading of Machiavelli's books for the old] furnishes the most detailed contemporary dissection of the novel's potential to lead women astray. In his treatment of the "poison de volupte" with which the novel corrupts its readers, he is particularly concerned with its ability to do so through sound. The French translators of the book have rendered the language so appealing that it reaches the passions through the ears: "Et l'ayant rendu tluide et affette, il ne faut point demander si son murmure est doux aux oreilles, OU apres avoir passe, il va chatouiller les plus tendres affections du coeur, lesquelles il esmeut, plus ou moins, selon que les personnes sont preparees. ,,67 He goes on to condemn the effect on young women in particular before citing the incipit of a popular song, "Tant vous allez tost Guillemette," to illustrate how rashly young women behave when under the influence of Amadis. Though the song is a rather rough-and-ready chanson rustique, it circulated at court and was published by the royal printer in 1565;68 its distribution overlaps with that of the voix de ville and airs de cour I have been discussing. La Noue frequently cites psalms in support of his arguments, but this is the only instance in his Discours politiques et militaires in which he refers to a specific piece of secular music. Clearly, for La Noue, novels and songs inhabited the same world -a perilous world for women. His fears were perhaps not unfounded: Catherine de Clermont had a long liaison with the courtier Charles de Balsac d'Entragues, and was rumored to have had his child;69 Henriette de Cleves and Marguerite de Valois lived sentimental lives of such notoriety and romantic dimensions that they later furnished the plot of one of the most famous romances of the nineteenth century, Alexandre Dumas's La Reine Margot.
While sixteenth-century actors were principally concerned with whether or how romance encouraged illicit sexual activity, feminist historians today ask different questions. Were songs and romance opiate or opportunity? Can they be considered a repressive or liberatory force in noblewomen's lives? Perhaps the best answer is both. Romance and related lyric types furnished valuable affective latitude for some aristocratic women by offering imaginative contexts for the articulation of feminine desire. As inscriptions of and scripts for female vocality, romance and song offered a range of possibilities for the active participation of female readers and singers in emotional expression through performance. These observations have a particular piquancy when applied to songs and speeches about suffering desire in silence and indulging it in secret. Female sexuality rhetorically figured as silence -already problematic in textual terms -becomes an even more profound paradox when real women give voice to that silence in the world. The articulation of silence as sound invested women with the power to shape and manifest their desires through identification with the longing subject of novel or song. At the same time, the constant evocation of honor as foil to desire reassured their audiences and themselves that the social structures that controlled their actions were still firmly in place. While songs and novels allowed women to give audible form to emotions that would, in other contexts, be impossible to reveal, they also helped to ensure that female sexual activity remained highly controlled and that trespasses against honor could legitimately exact heavy tolls. Treading a precarious path through interdictions simultaneously flouted and reinforced, romances and songs provided opportunities for women to voice their passions, yet supported the discourse that upheld their silence as ideal.
Mais las je n' ose approcher ses grandeurs. [Then the weather was pleasant and serene, the moon beautiful and gleaming, which provided light for the two maidens. But one certainly had greater cause to be happy than the other, who would very willingly have taken that good, or a similar one, for herself if she had had the means, and she showed this so much, that Elisene saw clearly that only an executor was needed to satisfy her, for that Dariolette, feeling in herself the pleasure that the woman she was accompanying was about to receive, could not refrain from touching herself on the breasts, thighs and something else as well, and from her over-fervent ardor, sighed frequently, just as if she had been participating in the future delight of princess Elisene, to whom she said: "Alas, my lady, happy is the prince from whom tonight you will receive such pleasure."] n'ay ose luy dire de bouche: la main estant plus hardie qui ne rougit point que la langue si prochaine de la face honteuse, mais la lettre escritte demeure, en danger d'estre veue et descouverte, portant suffisante preuve en soy de la condemnation de l'honnestete.
[Above all Sidere lived in grievous unhappiness that she had not rather acceded to the amorous appeal of Rogel de Grece, in her laments complaining of honor, as an executioner, a murderer of miserable [female] lovers, especially those of her royal standing who thought themselves more obliged by it to serve as an example for others. "Ah," she said to herself, "why did I not interrupt him as soon as we arrived here to [md a convenient meeting-place, for which he begged me so, that with the debt lowe him for having rescued me, I could easily have been excused for consenting. Alas," she continued, "instead of awaiting such dangers, so many gazes and checks . . . I should have rewarded him under the more opportune circumstances of the long voyage we made together." Then she started again, "Ah, treacherous honor, guardian of women's chastity, there was never a crueller tyrant than you, who restrain and torment them, and slowly torture them to death! Oh, I would willingly write to him all I have not dared tell him aloud, for the hand does not blush and is braver than the tongue, which is so close to the abashed face, but the written letter remains, in danger of being seen and discovered, in itself providing sufficient prooffor the loss of reputation."] 
